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Different careers have different ways of achieving the best possible
work produced. One thing that all careers have in common, is the
possibility of distraction. The possibility of one minute doing work and
then being in an endless cycle of switching between Facebook and
Twitter.

Productivity is a large part of doing work. The more productive you
are, the more work you are going to get done. Deep work is one way
to improve productivity. Deep work is the ability to do work for a
certain amount of time without distractions, and during that time the
best quality of work is produced. 

A Brief Summary

Our attention span decreased to seven seocnds, which is officially
shorter than the attention span of a goldfish. 

User experience design is the behind the scenes of all things the user
experiences while using devices. Deep work can be related to user
experience design through a multitide of ways. 
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User Experience Design

User Experience Design, also known as UX Design, is the process design
teams go through to create products of the entire product, including
aspects of branding, design, usability and function. 

UX designers are concerned with the overall process of acquiring and
integrating a product, UX design begins before the device is even in the
user's hands. 

"No product is an island. A product is more than a product. It is
a cohesive, integrated set of experiences. think through all of

the stages a product or service -- from initial intentions through
final reflections, from first usage to help, service, and

maintenance. Make them all work together seamlessly." 
-- Don Normal, inventor of the term 'user experience'

The Why, What and How of UX Design

Why What How
Motivations

Values and
Views

Functionality

Features

Accessibility

Aesthetics
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Understand
context of

use

Specify user
requirements

Design
solutions

Many daily and typical tasks of a UX designer include user research,
creating personas, designing wireframes and interactive prototypes as
well as testing designs. 

The tasks may vary significantly, however, designers must always be the
users' advocate and keep the users' needs at the center of all design
and development efforts. 

Evaluate
against

requirements

UX designer's work in a user centric cycle, because they need to focus
on making the user have the best experience possible. 
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Deep Work
"Deep work" is a term used to describe the ability to focus without
distractions on a singular task. Writer and professor, Cal Newport,
defined this term in a way to push cognitive abilities to their limits. 

Cal Newport wrote a bestselling book titled, Deep work: Rules for
Focused Success in a Distracted World. 

"The ability to perform deep work is
becoming increasingly rare at exactly

the same timei it is becoming
increasingly valuable in our

economy." 
-- Cal Newport

There are four different philosophies that can be used to integrate
deep work into your professional life. 

The Monastic Philosophy: This philosophy discusses maximizing
deep efforts by eliminating or radically minimizing shallow obligations.
Monastic philosophy practitioners tend to have a highly valued
professional goal, that they are trying to achieve, and their
professional success is a result of doing that one thing remarkably
well. 
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The Bimodal Philosophy: This philosophy discusses dividing your
time, dedicating a specific amount of time and then leaving everything
else open for anything. While working in the deep time, the bimodal
practitioner would work monastically -- working intensely and with
uninterrupted concentration. 

The Rhythmic Philosophy: This philosophy discusses that the easiest
way to regularly start deep work is to turn them into a consistent
habit. The overall goal is to generate a rhythm for deep work that
removes the decision of whether or not you are going to do deep
work. 

The Journalistic Philosophy: This philosophy discusses that deep
work can also be done in little spurts of time. You fit in deep work
wherever and whenever you have the time. This approach, however, is
not for  a deep work novice. 

 The opposite of deep work is shallow work. Shallow work is described
as work that does not require focus without distractions. Shallow work
relies on the prompt responsiveness of an employee doing any day-
to-day tasks that require little to no brain power. 
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"Things that pop up on
my phone distracts me

the most."
 

Our world is driven by technology and most individuals have a hard
time staying on task and reducing distractions. 

Distraction

According to a study done by UX Collective, "most people identified
their phone as their primary distractor and did not want to use
reminders or notifications on their phone during times of
productivity." 

This study then caused UX Collective to design and create and
application that would "help users inculcate focus improvement
through daily use."

Our attention span is officially smaller than the average goldfish.
Goldfish have the attention span of nine seconds and according to a
new study from Microsoft Corp., people lose concentration after eight
seconds. Digitalization has caused our attention span to shorten,
making it harder to focus on a single task. 
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"Distraction at this point is
very costly, because it

requires a long time to get
re-started even after a quick

break."
-- Maria Matveeva

Deep Work in User
Experience Design

Deep work in User Experience Design is possible. Maria Matveeva
works in UX Design and she read Cal Newport's book and decided to
take a look at her own job to see if deep work was applicable.  

Matveeva notices a couple of places that deep work was applicable for
her and her team. She discussed both of the activities where deep work
was needed. The first activity that she felt her team could use deep
work is during the discovery phase of a project. Once her and her team
have outlined the possible ideas and directions that they could focus
their efforts, they have to narrow down the options to get a realistic
product definition. Newport described this process as operating with a
variety of variables in active memory. In order for Matveeva and her
team to stay focused they must use deep work. 

The other activity that Matveeva feels her team could use deep work
is during the wrap-up of the project they are working on. This
happens in the last week of design work, it includes making changes
and cleaning up the designs. 
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"While we could ideally have
full focus all of the time, we

need to prioritize."
-- Maria Matveeva

"A quick switch of focus to answer a 
question on another project will

impact the quality or speed of the
wrap-up."

-- Maria Matveeva

While Matveeva was trying to find where deep work was possible in her
team's timeline she had to decide when there was time for shallow
work as well, to balance the overall workflow. 

There are always ways that individuals get distracted. It's near
impossible not to because our brains are starting to wire ourselves to
need breaks. Maria Matveeva organized deep work and shallow work by
prioritizing what needed the most amount of focus and attention in
order to get the best possible work done. 

Matveeva is a great example of how deep work can be used and
achieved in any profession. User experience design includes working
with other people and working with other people can create more
distractions than working alone. Which can make deep work that much
more crucial to the working process. 
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"Task switching is a design killer."
-- Olive Eric, founder of UI UX Training

The cost of these interruptions is actually that the switch of tasks itself
is what hurts your cognitive performance, according to Cal Newport's
episode of Hidden Brain. 

Everyone takes notice that interruptions and fragmented time are
problems. What we fail to realize is the frequency of interruptions and
the cost of these interruptions. The frequency of interruptions is
realizing that we persuade ourselves that we are focusing on one task,
however, every five to 10 minutes we check our phones looking for
texts or emails. Technically, we are performing one task, but the
duration of that task is short. 
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According to Tiffany Eaton, product
designer and writing, time management
can make you a better designer. 

Many designers need to work in both groups and individually, it can be
hard to keep track of time because of being focused on doing on task
perfectly. Many designers don't have a lot of time to do things outside
their tasks because once they have time to think about what they would
want to do they are too tired. 

It often feels like there aren't enough hours in the day to get work done,
sleep and have time for hobbies. But it is doable. Procrastinating,
especially in design, doesn't help because you have intense timelines
and a limited budget to work with. 

Time management puts you in control. By knowing and understanding
the amount of time it takes for you to get stuff done and when you
know when it needs to be done, that allows yourself to assess how you
work. 

Time Management
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Tips for Deep Work 

Understand HOW you work1.

Knowing your strengths and weaknesses for when you work alone and
in teams will help you better understand your work flow and how long it
takes you to finish a task. 

"The best designers are in
control of the time they

spend and the work they
product because they are
focused and plan out their

priorities."

2. Take Breaks

Taking breaks allows you to be more productive and let the creative
juices flow. Physical health is just as important as mental health and
that requires you to rest and rejuvenate. 
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"Designers need to allow time to re-
charge, reflect and gain focus in

order to work effectively and
efficiently."

"Designers need to be able
to have time for

themselves in order to
experience the world

around them and reflect."

3. Be Flexible

Being flexible with time and making time for things that matter are
important. Spend time with friends and family, it may allow you to be
even more productive than sitting behind a computer screen for hours
and not doing any work. Most design ideas and decisions are based on
personal experiences. 

4. Do Work in Small Increments
Giving yourself little goals that will eventually lead to the bigger goal is a
way to decrease procrastination, because you are attacking a task one
piece at a time. This way you won't overwhelm yourself. 
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Wrapping It Up

In conclusion, deep work can be utilized in every profession it just
depends on the employee and how they are going to incorporate it into
their work.

User experience design is a field of work that many individuals weren't
sure whether or not deep work would help. This is because UX design is
very much a team work based career. How can you do deep work if
working with others in itself is a distraction. It's very possible. 

As our attention span shortens, we need to find ways to keep that
attention span to the same task for more than eight seconds. We like to
keep moving, but in order to produce the best quality work we need to
be able to do the work without distractions. 

Many individuals say that they can multitask when in reality we can
barely do a single task. Instead of multitasking, we switch from one task
to the enxt rapidly. 

User experience design and deep work can work together fluently
without issues and can create a new work atmosphere without
distractions. 
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